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The Practical Side of Business

PASS IT ON

W
hat if the very thing that could

create more wealth for your

company lies dormant, waiting

for someone to tap into it?

Actually, that’s just the way it is for

many – regardless of the type of business

you have. One of the greatest wealth

builders in your business is “The Knowledge

of Your Value.” Now it’s time to bring it

to the surface.

As a sales trainer/consultant, we are

often asked to teach a company’s people

how to sell. There are many concepts

and strategies we teach in that process.

But there is a Step 1 that you don’t need

me for: “What is the value you bring to

your customers?”

When we ask that question up front,

the answers we get are shameful. 

Most companies have a very discounted

view of the value they bring. The sales and

management team talk a great game, but

when it comes to articulating that value,

in words, they are suspiciously weak.

The reason they struggle with this is

the lack of a formal process within the

company to learn about that value. There

is plenty of conversation around the latest

financial results or the product features

and benefits. But very little conversation

around what you do for your customers.

“Value” in this context is defined as:

1) the problems that your company helps

your customers solve or 2) opportunities

that you help your customers exploit.

I’ve watched struggling companies

begin to blossom when the internal

conversation turns to the value they can

deliver – not in the words of the company

(the features or benefits of the products),

but in the words of the customer (the

pain they experience in the absence of

your company’s services).

So how does one teach the concept

of “value” with limited training budgets?

• Come to the conclusion that you need to

do this. Not unlike Step 1 in Alcoholics

Anonymous – come to believe that you

have a problem worth solving. If you

aren’t generating the kind of revenue

or margin you deserve, then

you have a problem. If your

customers are shopping

around, you have a problem. If

your selling cycles are too long,

you have a problem

• Senior manager value meeting:

Assemble your key executives

and devote one hour per week

for a month to stories of the

kinds of problems you’ve helped

your clients solve. Be specific 

• Begin a list: At this meeting, start a

master list of those problems.

Circulate this list to the next layer (or

the whole company) and get their

input. You’ll discover that nothing is

quite as inspirational as deflecting the

focus from what you get out of your

customer relationships to what the

customer gets out of the relationship 

• Assemble your sales staff (or technical

sellers) and assess to see if you’re really

discovering what problems your customers

have. These “pains” should start to

sound the same as your master list 

• Circulate stories. Begin to capture stories

of how your team solved a customer

problem. List them in your in-house

newsletter or an e-mail document in

which you are celebrating the problems

solved, rather than the revenue generated.

That way, everyone in your company

feels a mission greater than money 

I could have added number six: get

ready for resistance from your team. Just

remember there is great power when

encountering resistance –

kites rise against the wind,

not with it. Meet all resistance

with an explanation of what

you’re doing – changing the

company conversation to

“value.” 

Try this for six months

and watch the energy level

of your company change,

along with the wealth you

begin to create.

The equation is quite simple: How

well you (and your people) understand

your value … plus how well you

communicate it … equals how much

you will get paid for it.
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